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ABSTRACT. Using the 'spectral' order relations < and -K introduced by

Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya, we characterize the uniform integrability of a

family of integrable functions.   We also prove an extension and a 'converse' of

the classical Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in terms of the 'spec-

tral' orders < and •«.

1.   Introduction.  Denote by MÍX, p) the set of all extended real-valued mea-

surable functions on a measure space (X, A, p).  Let / e M(X, p), g e M(X , p ),

where píX) = p'ÍX').   Then / and g are said to be equimeasurable (written f^g)

if pif~  [']) = p'ig~ [I]) tot all bounded closed intervals / of real numbers, where

/ may be the singleton set i-oo j or {+oo j.

If / is any measurable (respectively nonnegative integrable) function defined

on a finite (respectively infinite) measure space (X, A, p), then there exists a

unique right continuous decreasing function 8. on the interval [0, píX)], called

the decreasing rearrangement of /, such that  8, and / are equimeasurable. In fact

8fit) = inf is e R : Dfís) < t],      te [0, p.(X)],

where Df: R —» R is defined by Dfis) = pix e X: fix) > s\, s e R.

In what follows, we shall denote the Lebesgue measure on R by ttz.

If /, g e MiX, p) U MiX', p') and /+, g+ e L '(X, p) U L '(X\ p), where piX)

= p'ÍX') = a < oo , then we write /-« g whenever

f ' 8.dm <   f ' 8  dm,       te [0, a],
*J U      / ^  J 0      8

and /-<g whenever /-«g and
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fa8,dm=  f 8  dm.
Jo    I Joe

If a = piX) = p (X ) is infinite, then the 'spectral' order relations■<and -«

are defined for nonnegative integrable functions /, g £ L (X, p) \j l'(X', p)

analogously (we refer to [1, p. 53] for an explanation of our adoption of the termi-

nology 'spectral' order relations for -«and -< ).

Using a proof similar to that given in [5, p. 152], we can easily obtain the

following.

Theorem Ll (Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya).   (i)  /-«g iff /(/-_)   < fig - u)

for all u£R.  (ii) f<g iff f«g and ff = fg.

2. Uniform integrability and decreasing rearrangements. Recall that a col-

lection C of integrable functions defined on a finite measure space (X, A, p) is

said to be uniformly integrable if the limit

ä/ii/m1'1*-0

is uniform in / £ C.

It is not hard to see that a family of integrable functions defined on a finite

measure space is uniformly integrable if and only if the corresponding collection

of their decreasing rearrangements is uniformly integrable.   Thus uniform integra-

bility is invariant under the operation of equimeasurable rearrangements.

The following theorem characterizes uniform integrability in terms of decreas-

ing rearrangements.

Theorem 2.1.   Suppose (X, A, p) is a finite measure space with piX) = a.

Then a collection C C L (X, p) is uniformly integrable if and only if the limit

lim    L   8\,\ dm = 0

is uniform in f £  _.

Moreover, if C is uniformly integrable then 8\ .As) is uniformly bounded in

f £ C. for each s satisfying 0 < s < a.

Proof.   It is clear that £ is uniformly integrable iff the collection {8\A:

/ e C¡ is uniformly integrable since

fui     .1/1^= fi.        iS\Adm    tot all t £ R
J{\f\>t] '"   P    Ji^xi   |/|

(cf. Corollary (1.9) in [l]).

Now for t > 0 and s £ [0, piX)],
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Since {à\A: / e C¡ is uniformly integrable, for any given e > 0( there exists a

T > 0  such that

i"is|/rr}S|/|^<e/2   **•"/«£

Thus, for all s satisfying 0 < s < f/2T, we have

J"oS 5,, ¿T/z = J* [T + (Sij - T)] ¿T/z < Ts + f/2 < í   fot all / e C.

Conversely, suppose that the condition holds.   First we claim that supiSi its):

/ e C¡ is finite for each s > 0.   Suppose by contradiction that this is not the case.

Then there is a point sQ > 0 such that sup \8\ ,\isA: / e (_| = oo.   Let s   = sQ/n

where tz = 1, 2, 3, • • • .   Then, for each tz, there exists an /   e C such that

8\. iÍsq) > I/5    implying that

fSn
" 8\ , \dm> s 81. \ís )> s 8\. \ísn) > 1

-'O        [/„I        -    "   l/„l    n   -    n   \fn\    0

and so contradicting the uniform convergence of JqS|.|íj'ttz to 0 as s —» 0.

Next we claim that pi|/| > t\ can be made uniformly small as t —» 00.   To

this end, we first note that the integrals f\f\dp foi f e (_ are uniformly bounded

since

J1/1 *> = f" S\/\ dm = io  8\f\ dm + f" S\f\ dm < io  S\f\ dm + ia- s)8lf{is)

which is uniformly bounded in / e C by virtue of the given condition and the pre-

ceding paragraph.  Now p.}|/| > t\ < t~ f\\A>l\\f\ dp<t~ /|/| dp which can there-

fore be made uniformly small in / e C as t —» oc.

Finally, given any < > 0, there exists an s > 0 such that /q^I/I dm < e for

all / e C.   But there then exists a positive T such that pi|/| > t\ < s fot all f e C

and all t > T.  Hence we have

tot all f e C and for all / > T, showing that C is uniformly integrable.

The following theorem gives a new proof of a well-known result given in [8,

p. 18].

Theorem 2.2.   Ler K and K be two uniformly integrable subsets of L (X, p)

where piX)' is finite.   Then the sum H + K is also uniformly integrable.
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Proof.   By Theorem (2.1), we need only prove that

sup{/oSV8|^:/eH'geK}

converges to 0 as s —► 0.   But, by Theorem 10.1 in [7, p. 108] (cf. [2, p. 88])

Si.    i < Si .ii  i •< Si i + Si   i   and so the result is immediate since both

supi/oS|/J dm:f £ MJ  and sup{/£S|g| dm: g £ K| converge to zero as s -» 0, by

Theorem (2.1).

3.  A natural setting for establishing uniform integrability.   As a corollary to

Theorem (2.1) we have the following theorem concerning the uniform integrability

(and hence the relatively weak compactness) of a special collection of functions

which we call C, and which is defined to be the set ig: g £ L ÍX, p), \g\ -« f]

for some / e L ix', p') where p.(X) = p'ÍX')< «.   As we shall see in the next

section, the sets C.,   where / £ L (X , p) fot some nonatomic finite measure p ,

characterize the uniformly integrable and hence relatively weakly compact subsets

of L!(X, p) fot all measure spaces (X, A, p) with piX) = p'ÍX');   in fact, a sub-

set of L (X, p) is uniformly integrable if and only if it is a subset of (_. for some

/ 6 L (X , p ).   This theorem also contains as a particular case a theorem of J. V.

Ryff [9, Theorem 2, p. 97] regarding the weak compactness of another special col-

lection of functions which he called Q,.   Thus, the set C,, as well as the set

fl,, provides a natural setting in which to establish the uniform integrability of a

family of functions.

Theorem 3.1.   Suppose ÍX, A, p) and (X , A , p') are two measure spaces

with equal finite total measures,   lf 0 < / e L ÍX', p'), then the set C-, = {g: g e

L ÍX, p),   \g\ -« f] is convex, uniformly integrable and aÍL  , Loc)-closed.

Hence C. is a &ÍL  , Leo)-compact convex set.

Proof.   Assume that / does not vanish almost everywhere, otherwise there is

nothing to prove, for then C. = j0¡ since 0 < g <(-< / = 0 implies g = 0 a.e.

The fact that v., is convex is easy (cf. Theorem (4.3)(xv) in [l]).

To prove that C. is c(L  , L°°)-closed, we need only prove that it is L -

closed since L. is convex and L    is a convex space.   It is also easy to see that

C. is L -closed (cf. Theorem (4.3)(xxiv) in [ll).

It remains to prove that (-, is uniformly integrable.   This follows easily from

Theorem (2.1) since 0< /qSi   i dm < Jsn8,dm fot all g € c, and the last integral

tends to 0 as s tends to 0 by the absolute continuity of the integral of an inte-

grable function, i.e. 8..

The last assertion is an immediate consequence of the compactness criterion

of Dunford and Pettis for uniform integrability [4, p. 294].
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Corollary 3.2 (J. V. Ryff). Let (X, A, p) and ÍX', A', p') be finite measure

spaces with pix) = p'ÍX'). ¡f f e LlÍX', p'), then the set Qf = ¡g: g e LlÍX, p),

g -< /! is convex and aÍL  , L°°)-compact.

Proof. We need only prove that Q, is a convex and o~ÍL , L°°)-closed sub-

set of C|,|, since  C|.i  is aÍL , L°°)-compact.

The convexity of Q, and the °"(L  , L°°)-closedness of Q, follow as in [7,

Theorem 15.3 J.

Finally, fi, is in fact a subset of Ci .i  since, by Luxemburg's theorem 17,

Theorem 9.5, p. 107], we have

üf={g€L\x,p):g<f\C\geLlÍX,p):\g\<<\f\\ = e^.

Remark.   A generalization of Ryff's theorem (i.e. Corollary (3.2)) was ob-

tained by Luxemburg in [17, Theorem 15.3] for functions belonging to a rearrange-

ment invariant Banach function space normed by a saturated Fatou norm.

It is not hard to see that the set (_, is well defined for integrable functions

defined on infinite measure spaces, and that, in general, C. is aÍL  , L   )-compact

and convex.

4.  Uniform integrability of functions and spectral orders.   At this point, in

view of Theorem (3.1) and its corollary, one may wonder, given a family K of

uniformly integrable functions defined on a finite measure space (X,A,p;), whether

there exists a positive integrable function / defined on some possibly nonatomic

measure space (X , A , p ) with p ÍX') = pix) such that /   dominates in the weak

spectral order sense the modulus of every function in K, i.e.,   \g\ -« / for all g

e K or equivalently, HcC ; and, if all the functions in H   have equal integrals,

whether there exists a function f e L (X , p ) which dominates in the strong

spectral order sense every function in H, i.e. g -< /  for all g e K or equivalently,

K C Q,.   The answers to the above two questions are affirmative, as we shall see

later in Theorem (4.2).

Lemma 4.1. Suppose ÍX, A, p) is a given measure space, and (X , A , p') is

any nonatomic a.finite measure space with the same ifinite or infinite) total mea-

sure as (X, A, p).   Let Kc L ÍX, p) be any family of functions.   Then K satisfies

and

SUpl/x \ê\dp:geK\<<x,

3uPjJx (lgl -u)*dp:g eKj -♦ 0   asa
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if and only if there exists a positive function f £ L ÍX1, p') such that \g\ ■«  /

for all g e H, i.e. H C C,.

7/, in addition, the measure spaces have equal finite total measures and if

the functions in H have equal total integrals, the H satisfies the above conditions

if and only if there exists a function f £ L ÍX', p') such that g-< / for all g e M,

2. e., M C Q

Proof.   First, suppose K satisfies the conditions.   Let piX) = /x'(X')= a

where a may be °°.   Let Gis) ■ supi/gSi  i dm: g £ ii] where s e [0, a] and let

eu = supi/x(|g| - u)  dp: g £ H¡ for each u > 0. Since J^Si \dm< us + [xi\g\-ufdp

for all s e [0, a] and for all u > 0, we have

Gis) = sup J * Si  i dm<us + sup Jx (|g| - u)*dp.
g£K geH

Thus if Ljs)= us + t , then Gis) < Ljs) where s e [0, a].

Define a function E: [0, a] — R* by F(s) = inf 1 Ljs): u > 0] fot s £ [0, a].

Then F is well defined, since L is) is bounded by zero from below for each 5 £

[0, a] and for each u > 0.   Clearly, the function F satisfies G(s)< F(s) for all

s e [0, a].

By definition, Fis) < sup  eK./xlgl^rt< °°  for all s e [0, a].   We also have

F(0) = 0 since eu —» 0 as u tends to °°  by hypothesis.   Moreover, since each

L   : [0, aJ —* R    is a linear (and hence concave) increasing function for each

fixed u > 0, it is not hard to see that the lower envelope inf {L  : u> 0) of the

collection (L  : u > 0| ¡s concave and increasing, i.e., E is a concave and in-

creasing function on [0, al.   The derivative F' of E, therefore, exists almost

everywhere on [0, al and is decreasing and positive.   Without loss of generality,

we may define E   to be right continuous.   Furthermore, F   is integrable and Fis)

= /qE am where s e [0, aJ since E is concave and 0< F< sup ej(.fx!gl ^ which is

finite.

Since G(s)= sup  ej</o^U dm < Fis), we have /o^LI dm < JqF'dm tot all g
HS 1 s I I s I

and for all s e L0, aJ.

Hence \g\ « F' fot all g £ H, i.e. H C £p, = {g e L^X, /x): |g| ^-< F'}.

Since (X , A , p ) is nonatomic and cr-firiite, there exists a measure preserv-

ing transformation c: X' —» [0, al, by Lorentz-Ryff-Day theorem ([6, p. 60], [9,

Lemma 2, p. 95] and [3, Theorem (6.16), p. 39]).  Define /= F' ° <r.   Then / - F*

(in fact, 8.= F ) and hence Cpi = C,.

The converse of the preceding assertion is a trivial consequence of Theo-

rem (Ll).

For the last assertion of the lemma, let piX) = p ÍX') = a < <»  and let
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fxSdP-= o. for all g £ K and for some constant a. £ R.   Suppose ft satisfies

sup{ ¡\g\ dp: g £ ft} < oo  and sup!/x(|g|-a) dp'- g £ H| —» 0 as u tends to ».

Since ig   - u)   < i\g\ - u)    and (g~ - u)   < (|g| - u) , we also have

supl/x(g   - u) dp: g £ ft| —» 0 as well as sup!/x(g~ - ufdp: g £ M¡—»0 as u

—► °o.

As before, we let, for all u £ R,  s £ [O, ai,

(*) Gis) = sup   j     8 dm < us +   sup fv (g - uf dp.
ge*.  J0     8 geHJ*

Now if u > 0, then /x(g - u)*dp = /x(g+- ufdp,    If a < 0, then

Jx (g- ")  dp= jx {ig- u)+ + u]dp- ua = Jx [g+-g"A(-a)]rf/i- ua

= Jx [g+-g"A(-a)]a'zi+ jxgdp-ua= jxig~ + u)*dp + a-ua.

Hence (*) implies

Ius + sup I    ig   - u)  dp if u > 0
g£Jt

a(s - a) + a + sup       (g~ + u) dp   it u < 0.
geH

If we now follow exactly the same arguments as before, we arrive at a con-

tinuous concave function F: [0, al —* R which satisfies E(0) = 0,   Fia) = a and

G < E = inffL  : u £ R], and whose derivative E   satisfies g -K F' tot all g e K

since Fía) = JqF' dm = a.

Hence H C Çlp, = fg e LliX,p):g< F'].

Finally, since (X , A , p ) is nonatomic, by Lorentz-Ryff-Day theorem again,

there exists a function / £ L ÍX', p') such that f "F .   Thus ft C fiF, = Ü

The following theorem gives the promised characterizations of uniform inte-

grability of functions defined on a finite measure space in terms of spectral orders.

Theorem 4.2.   Suppose ÍX, A, p) is a finite measure space with p.(X)= a < oo

flTza" (X', A', p') is any nonatomic measure space with the same total measure.

Let H be a family of integrable functions defined on (X, A, ft).   Then the follow-

ing are equivalent:

(i) H is uniformly integrable.

(ii)  supij]g| dp: g £ H} < «  a72a" sup{/(|g|- u)  dp: g £ X] —» 0 as u —» oo.

(iii)   There exists a positive function f £ LHx', p') such that K C C =

{g£L1ÍX,p):\g\<<f].
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//, in addition, the total integrals of the functions in K are equal, then state-

ment (iii) above may be replaced by the following:

(iii)' There exists a function f e LliX', p') such that K C Ö, = jg e L\x, p):

g<fi

Proof. We need only prove that (i) implies (ii), for the equivalence of (ii) and

(iii) is proven in Lemma (4.1), and the implication (iii) =» (i) is contained in Theo-

rem (3.1).

To prove (i) =^ (ii), we first note that

Sx \g\ df = /; S|g| dm < foS ¿>|g| dm + (a - s)S|g|(s)

for each s satisfying 0 < s < a.   Thus it is immediate from Theorem (2.1) that

supljx|g| dp: g e K\ < oo.   Next, we observe that

for all a > 0.  Hence sup{/x(|g| - u) dp: g e K\ —» 0 as u tends to oo.

Corollary 4.3.   Using the same notation as in Theorem (4.2), if K C L (X, p)

is uniformly integrable, then \J\(~\   i: g e Kj is also uniformly integrable where

£|g|= ii: h e L'(X, p) and \h\ «\g\\.

Proof.  Since there exists a function / e L'(X , p ) such that K C C. =

\h e L'(X, p): \b\ <■< f\, we have U!^|g|: g e Ki C C,.

In the following theorem, we give a new proof of a well-known fact given in

[8, Theorem T20, p. 18] by showing that it is actually a particular case of Theo-

rem (4.2).

Theorem 4.4.   Let K be a uniformly integrable subset of L (X, p.), where

piX) is finite.   Then the closed convex hull of K is also uniformly integrable.

Proof.   Let (X , A , p ) be any nonatomic measure space with p (X )= pix). Then,

by Theorem (4.2), there exists an / e L'(X , p') such that KcC.= [g: g e LÍX,p)

and \g\ « /!.   But, by Theorem (3.1), (-/ is L -closed, convex and uniformly in-

tegrable, the closed convex hull of K is therefore again contained in C, and so

is also uniformly integrable.

5.  An application of spectral orders to Lebesgue's dominated convergence

theorem.  In this section, we give an important application of the Hardy-Littlewood-

Pólya spectral order relations •< and -« to an extension of the classical Le-

besgue's dominated convergence theorem.   We show that, for integrable functions

defined on a finite measure space, the theorem remains valid with the domination

in the usual partial order sense (<) replaced by domination in the weak spectral
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order sense (-«).   We also show that a converse of the theorem normally not

achievable using the ordinary partial order < is feasible through the use of the

weak spectral order «.

The following is an extension of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

in terms of the spectral orders -< and ■« .

Theorem 5.1. Let (X, A, p) be a finite measure space and let (X , A, p ) be

any other nonatomic finite measure space with same total measure. Let {f : n £ N]

C L (X, p) be a sequence of functions converging to a function f £ Af(X, p). Then the

following are equivalent:

(a) There exists a positive function g £ L (X , p') such that \f |.« g, n =

1,2,1,.-., i.e.,{fn:n £ H]C<íg.

(b) / e LHX, p) and fn -. / in Ll as n -» oo.

//, ¿72 addition, the functions f n £ N, have equal total integrals, then the

following are equivalent:

(c) There exists a function g £ L1ÍX>, p') such that f  -< g, n £ TV, i.e.,

{fn: n£N]C Qg.

id)  f £ LHX, p) and fn — f in L1 as n -, oo.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem (4.2) and a well-known ex-

tension of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem given, for example, in [8,

Theorem T21, p. 18].

The following theorem gives a partial extension of Theorem (5.1) (i.e. a gen-

eralization of the implication (b) =» (a) in Theorem (5.1) for functions defined on

infinite measure spaces).

Theorem 5.2.   Suppose (X, A, p) is a measure space and (X , A , p ) is any

nonatomic a-finite measure space with the same total measure as (X, A, p).   If f

and f ,  n £ N, are functions in L (X, p) such that f   —, f in L    as n —* oa,

then there exists a nonnegative junction g £ L (X , p  ) such that \f\ -<"-< g and

l/J -« g f°r M » e N> i-e-  f e £g a«d fn ££g,   72 £ N.

Proof. Since | \fj - |/| | < |/fl- f\, it is clear that ||/Jj _||/|| , as 72 -» 00 and

so supneW||/n||j < 00. Moreover, (|^| - u) also converges to (|/| - u) in L1 as

72 —► 00  for all u > 0, since we have the inequality

KI/J-")+-(|/l-«)+l<ll/„!-!/ll-

Let f > 0 be given.   Since f £ L , there exists z/j such that u > u^ implies

J(|/| - u)   dp< e/2.   Now there exists an 72 j such that 72 > 72 j implies

f (|/J - u)+dp < J(|/| - Uy)+dp + e/2<e

and so u> u1  and 72 > 72j  imply /(|/„l - u)   dp < /(|/| - Uy)   dp < c.   Clearly,
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there exists u2 such that a > u2 implies that /(|/n| - a)  dp< e fot all 1 < n < »..

Thus a>max(uj,a2) implies supneNi/(|/J - a)  dp] < e, i.e. supí/(|/ \ - uYdp:

n e N\ —♦ 0 as a —» oo.   By Theorem (4.2), we therefore conclude that there exists a non-

negative function g e L'(X', p' ) such that fn e £   - \h e L!(X, p): \b\ •« g\.

Finally, we also have |/| ■<•< g, since, by Fatou's lemma, we have, for all a> 0,

J(|/| - u)+dp < lim inf J(|/J - a)+< ¡ig - a)'dp.

Before concluding this section, we give an example showing that the converse

of Theorem (5.2) is not necessarily true for integrable functions defined on an in-

finite measure space, i.e., the implication (a) =» (b) in Theorem (5.1) does not

necessarily hold if pix) = oo.

A counterexample.   Let fn'- R   —* R , n e N, be a sequence of functions de-

fined by fn = XL,_i „)' n e N.   Then fn —♦ 0 everywhere on R* and / -< /j =

X[o j) for all n e N.   But it is clear that the sequence does not converge to 0

in ¿\
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